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Recipes and tips for using La Caja China to prepare fabulous dishes from around the world!

[La Caja China Cooking] is a book of recipes that gets high marks for creativity. At the same

time, it is easy to follow and there is nothing that requires a desperate search to an out-of-the-

way International market to fill out the ingredients for a recipe.If you become so fortunate as to

add a La Caja China to your arsenal (or, if you already have one) then this is a must have book

for you. It's like the manual that they didn't include with the box. --Doug Mosley - NATIONAL

BARBECUE NEWS, February 2011--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the

AuthorBE SURE TO CHECK OUT THE JUST RELEASED... "La Caja China Party!" 13 chef-

tested and fully-illustrated party themes. Insider tips andtricks, and over 80 bbq & grilling

recipes for the La Caja Chinaroasting box!La Caja China, for all the pig-relatedpress, is one of

the most versatile pieces of equipment I've used in a lifetimeof cooking and barbecue.I can

prepare everything from holidaydinners like St. Patrick's Day corned beef and Thanksgiving

turkey; ethnicdelights like Malaysian Satays and Italian porchetta sandwiches, to Kalua pigand

Moroccan lamb. I can grill steaks, braise chickens, and roast prime-ribthat rivals any

restaurant, and do it all in my own backyard!And, of course, I can roastmelt-in-your-mouth

whole pigs that send my guests into fits of gastronomicaljoy.Even more importantly, I can

preparethese dishes for crowds that would normally require a smoke house, a four-footdeep pit

dug in my yard, multiple gas grills, and several full-size ovens. Notonly that, but I can do it

anywhere, anytime!La Caja China isn't just about greatbarbecue and roasting, it's about friends

and family, it's about creatingmemories, and... let's be honest... it's about being "that guy" (or

gal)who can make the dinner, holiday, or party, a memorable event.I bought my first La Caja

Chinato satisfy my obsession with barbecue toys (just ask my long-suffering wife,who has lived

with the dozens of grills, barbecues, and cooking gadgets thatfill our kitchen, patio, and

garage!) I soon found that La Caja Chinareplaced most of my beloved cooking styles in a

single, simple, cookingbox...and it's on wheels!If you're looking for a means to roast,grill, bake,

braise, smoke, or barbecue...look no further that La Caja China.Cook for a crowd on Model 1,

2 or the awesome new "Semi Pro" model,or create perfect dinners for you own family on Model

#3.If you find something that you can'tcook on La Caja China,please send me at email at

chefperrycooks@gmail.comI look forward to the challenge!Perry P.

Perkinsjoinmykitchen.comAbout the AuthorPerry P. Perkins comes from a long line of

professional chefs. As athird generation gourmand, he focuses his love of cooking on

barbeque,traditional southern fare, and fresh Northwest cuisine.He alsoowns and operates his

own non-profit organization, the MY KITCHENOutreach Program, teaching basic nutrition,

shopping, and cooking skills classes for at risk kids, as well as cooking for the hungry.Perry

has written for hundreds of magazines, everything from Writer's Digestand Guideposts, to

American Hunter and Bassmaster Magazine. Hisinspirational stories have been included in

sixteen Chicken Soupanthologies, as well.His other cookbooks include La Caja China Party, La

Caja China World, MEAT FIRE GOOD, and The MY KITCHEN Outreach Cookbook.Read more
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book is a collaboration, and a cookbook more than most.First and foremost, this book is

dedicated to my dad:Frank Leon PerkinsA master chef, a wonderful father, and an all-around

fun guy.To my fellow foodies at Burnin' Love BBQ:Christopher Renner and Terry D.

Ramsey.Thanks for helping me stay ever hungry.To the man behind the magic box:Roberto

GuerraThank you for following your own obsession, and blessingus with La Caja China.And, as

always…to the sweetest dish in my life:Victoria Kay PerkinsYou are patient with my

obsessions, first to praise,and faithful to always try a bite. I love you.-PerryForewordBy Roberto

GuerraBeing born in Cuba and raised in Miami by a large family that loves good food; I

developed a passion for cooking at a young age. I love fire, which is why I love to barbecue,

especially when it involves whole pigs.My favorite event of the year is our Christmas Eve

dinner, when the whole family gets together and roasts a pig, and everyone brings all those

great Cuban side dishes like Yuca con Mojo, Congri, and all those great desserts like

Bunuelos, Flan (my favorite), and arroz con leche.Christmas Eve is about more than the food.

You get to play dominoes and Mentirosa and just spend time talking to all of your family

members.For many years, I was the person in charge of cooking the pig for Christmas. I loved

to do it, but it was, admittedly, getting to be a burden. At the time, we lived in a house with a

tiny backyard, and we hardly had any space to cook. What I hated the most was all the

preparation required to build a pit and roast the pig; from setting the concrete blocks to

preparing the racks that held the pig was always a mission. To this day I don’t know where

those racks would go every year, but I was never able to find them when I needed them!I still

remember the date, December 23 1985, when my father came to me as I was marinating the

pig I was going to roast the next day."You know," he said to me, "I have seen a box in Cuba that

can cook a pig in half the time and will crispy the skin, guaranteed.""Oh, really?" I replied,

"have you been drinking?Come on, half the time and a crispy skin? No way!Then he told me

the best part, the part that really freaked me out, "…and the charcoal goes on the top!"That's it,

I said to myself, my father is going nuts!Still, I know my father, and if he told me he had seen

such a contraption, then I knew it was true. There and then, we made the decision to build a

prototype for testing. Honestly, I was very skeptical about the system. I just wasn't sure it would

work. In fact, I was so unsure that I purposely did not bring up the subject the next day, to

anyone at the party. By January we had the prototype done, and started cooking right away,

trying to get the timing right, and for this we have spent a lot of hours burning charcoal!Our

initial market was the sizable Cuban-American population in the Miami area but has since

grown to include barbecue and roasting enthusiasts around the country. Of all the roasting

boxes sold last year via the Internet and by telephone, more than 90 percent went to buyers

outside the area.The box has also become the toast of many food writers and celebrity chefs.



One feature about the box, in The New York Times, helped triple sales and increase traffic to

our website tenfold.In 2009, I have the honor and privilege to "throw down" with celebrity Chef,

Bobby Flay, cooking one of my favorite Cuban dishes with La Caja China.I'm happy to say we

won.Shortly after that I received a call from the far side of the country. A new customer name

Perry Perkins, in Oregon, had purchased a Model #2 and had some questions about roasting

his first whole pig.Little did I know that this guy would soon become nearly as obsessed with

La Caja China, as I was…and he's not even Cuban! Perry, a professional writer and novelist,

began writing and posting recipe articles, using La Caja China to roast some of his own

favorite dishes; Texas and Carolina style BBQ - on a Chinese box – that he'd ordered from

Miami!Those articles, and later the content of his barbeque and grilling blog, which also

focused on La Caja China, eventually became the cookbook you're holding right now.Thank

you Perry, for your time, enthusiasm, and dedication to La Caja China. You keep coming up

with these amazing recipes……and we'll keep making amazing boxes for you to cook them in!

Roberto Guerra, August 2010Author's NoteLa Caja China, for all the pig-related press, is one

of the most versatile pieces of equipment I've used in a lifetime of cooking and barbecue.I can

prepare everything from holiday dinners like St. Patrick's Day corned beef and Thanksgiving

turkey; ethnic delights like Malaysian Satays and Italian porchetta sandwiches, to Kalua pig

and Moroccan lamb. I can grill steaks, braise chickens, and roast prime-rib that rivals any

restaurant, and do it all in my own backyard!And, of course, I can roast melt-in-your-mouth

whole pigs that send my guests into fits of gastronomical joy.Even more importantly, I can

prepare these dishes for crowds that would normally require a smoke house, a four-foot deep

pit dug in my yard, multiple gas grills, and several full-size ovens. Not only that, but I can do it

anywhere, anytime!La Caja China isn't just about great barbecue and roasting, it's about

friends and family, it's about creating memories, and… let’s be honest… it's about being "that

guy" (or gal) who can make the dinner, holiday, or party, a memorable event.I bought my first

La Caja China to satisfy my obsession with barbecue toys (just ask my long-suffering wife, who

has lived with the dozens of grills, barbecues, and cooking gadgets that fill our kitchen, patio,

and garage!) I soon found that La Caja China replaced most of my beloved cooking styles in a

single, simple, cooking box...and it's on wheels!If you're looking for a means to roast, grill,

bake, braise, smoke, or barbecue...look no further that La Caja China. Cook for a crowd on

Model 1, 2 or the awesome new "Semi Pro" model, or create perfect dinners for you own family

on Model #3.If you find something that you can't cook on La Caja China, please send me at

email at perry@burninlovebbq.com, or drop by www.burninloveblog.com...and I'll find a way.I

look forward to the challenge!A note about Roberto Guerra...One of the biggest reasons I have

fallen in love with La Caja China, is because of its creator, Roberto Guerra.Seldom (if ever) can

you purchase something from a major corporation and have your emails and phone calls

answered within a day by the company's owner...not in a form letter, but as a personal

response to your questions (try that with your new laptop!)In response to my first question

about roasting a whole pig, I was surprised (and delighted) to get a phone call that started

with, "Perry, this is Roberto Guerra from La Caja China…"In Roberto, I've found a friend who

loves what he does, is a master at it, and has a heart to share that love with his

customers.Thank you, Mi Amigo Roberto, for your amazing products, your love of food, family,

and fellowship, and your integrity to be "the man behind the box."-PerryIN THE BOXPierna

Criolla a Lo Caja ChinaGracie's Luau PorkCochinita PibilPulled Porchetta SandwichesCarolina

Pork RibsSuckling PigBourbon Pork TenderloinMemphis Whole Pickin’ PigDill Lemon

SalmonPolynesian Glazed SalmonFire Island Whole SnapperWhole Stuffed SalmonSouthern

Roast TurkeyCuban Stuffed TurkeyCaja China Beer Can ChickenFlattened Mojo



ChickenPeking Duck ala La Cajita ChinaChris Renner's True Texas BrisketNew England

Corned Beef DinnerSalt & Pepper TenderloinSmokey Beef RibsMexican BarbacoaBacon

Weave Smoked Meatloaf with CheddarSalt Crusted Prime RibDoug's Mock Tri-TipCastilian

Roast Leg of LambEaster Leg of LambMoroccan Whole Roast LambWhole Roasted Goat with

Citrus ButterHunter's Bear RoastPulled, Chopped, or Sliced?At a Pig Pickin', the barbecue is

likely going to be pulled from the bone and served in chunks. This "pulled pork" barbecue is

mighty hard to beat. Add a finishing sauce if you like.The barbecue served in a restaurant is

usually chopped, and addition of finishing sauce during chopping is common.If you decide to

go the chopped route, be sure to remember that chopped and pureed ain't the same! Properly

cooked barbecue is very tender and slicing is a tricky business when it is warm. Allow the

barbecue to cool somewhat for consistent success.Plunk it between a soft bun of white bread

or eat it plain.Always cook pork shoulders with the fat-cap up, and marinate, wrapped in plastic

wrap, 12-24 hours.Be sure to cook pulled pork to an internal temperature of 195d, and let rest

20-30 minutes before chopping.Pork should be pulled while warm. My preference is to pull the

pork after resting, and mix in some extra rub before serving.To reheat, spritz with apple juice or

drippings, cover tightly with foil, and heat in a 200-250°F oven or smoker, stirring occasionally,

until warmed to your liking.Pierna Criolla a Lo Caja ChinaRecipe by Roberto GuerraThis is the

infamous recipe that Roberto used to defeat celebrity grillmaster Bobby Flay in their Miami

Florida ThrowDown!1 - 8 lb. pork shoulder 8 slices bacon1/2 lb. ham

1 bottle Malta*1 cup guava shells* 1 cup Mojo*1 cup prunes 4 Tbs

Adobo*2 cups brown sugar 2 Tbs sea saltDebone and flatten meat so that it may be rolled.If

the pork shoulder is very fatty, a small amount may be removed.Score fat well and marinate for

a minimum of 12 hours in the Mojo, and Adobo. Line unrolled roast with ham slices, bacon

slices, prunes and guava shells. Roll meat carefully to keep the filling inside. Tie firmly with a

butcher cord.Cover with brown sugar and 1/2 bottle of Malta.Place Pork shoulders, skin down,

between the racks and tie using the 4 S-Hooks.Place Racks inside the box skin side down,

attach probe from the wired thermometer and run wire under short aluminum top frame. Cover

box with the ash pan and charcoal grid.Add 16 lbs. of charcoal for Model #1 Box or 18lbs. for

Model #2, or Semi Pro Box and light up. Once lit (20-25 minutes) spread the charcoal evenly

over the charcoal grid. Cooking time starts right now.After 1 hour (1st hour) add 9 lbs. of

charcoal (note time).Continue to add 9 lbs. of charcoal every hour until you reach 195 F on the

meat thermometer.Once you reach 195 F, lift the charcoal grid and shake it well to remove the

ashes, now place it on top of the long handles. Do not place on the grass or floor - it will

damage them.Remove the ash pan from the box and dispose of the ashes.Flip the pork

shoulders over to crispy the skin. This is easily done using the patented Rack System, just grab

the end of the rack, and lift and slide as you pull upward, using the other hand grab the top end

of the other rack and slide it down.Score the skin using a knife, this helps to remove the fat and

crisp the skin. Cover the box again with the ash pan and the charcoal grid; do not add more

charcoal at this time.After 30 minutes, take a peek by lifting the charcoal pan by one end only.

You will continue doing this every 10 minutes until the skin is crispy to your liking.IMPORTANT:

Do not open the box until you reach the desired temperature.*These ingredients can be found

at most Hispanic groceries, or can be purchased at www.lacajachina.com in a handy recipe

pack.Gracie’s Luau PorkWhile "babymooning" in Hawaii, my wife and I learned the island

tradition of throwing a family luau in honor of a child's first birthday. In celebration of our miracle

baby, Grace, we hold this traditional feast each year.4 - bnls pork shoulders (6lb ea) 4 C hot

water1 ½ gal Hawaiian Mojo 2 Tbs seasoned salt½ C Stubbs liquid smoke 4 Tbs garlic

powder¼ C Adobo Criollo spices 6 Ti or banana leavesMarinate pork in Hawaiian Mojo (see



recipe) overnight.Remove from marinade, pat dry, and inject each shoulder with 6-8ozs of

remaining marinade.Score pork on all sides, rub with salt, then brush with liquid smoke, and

sprinkle with garlic.Wrap completely in Ti/Banana leaves, tie with string, and wrap in heavy

foilPlace racks inside the box skin side down, attach probe from the wired thermometer and

run wire under short aluminum top frame.Cover box with the ash pan and charcoal grid.Add 16

lbs. of charcoal for Model #1 Box or 18lbs. for Model #2, or Semi Pro Box and light up. Once lit

(20-25 minutes) spread the charcoal evenly over the charcoal grid. Cooking time starts right

now. After 1 hour (1st hour) add 9 lbs. of charcoal (note time).Continue to add 9 lbs. of charcoal

every hour until you reach 195 F on the meat thermometer.Once you reach 195 F, lift the

charcoal grid shake it well to remove the ashes, now place it on top of the long handles. Do not

place on the grass or floor - it will damage them.IMPORTANT: Do not open the box until you

reach the desired temperature.Remove the ash pan from the box and dispose of the

ashes.Unwrap foil, peel back the banana leaves, and brush with mojo. Flip the pork shoulders

over to crispy the skin.This is easily done using the patented Rack System, just grab the end of

the rack, and lift and slide as you pull upward, using the other hand grab the top end of the

other rack and slide it down.Score the skin using a knife, this helps to remove the fat and crisp

the skin. Cover the box again with the ash pan and the charcoal grid; do not add more charcoal

at this time.After 30 minutes, take a peek by lifting the charcoal pan by one end only. You will

continue doing this every 10 minutes until the skin is crispy to your liking.Remove shoulders

from Caja and allow to rest 30 minutes.Chop the meat and then mix with a wash of 1/2 cup

liquid smoke, 4 cups hot water, 1/4 cup Adobo Criollo spices, and 2 Tbs seasoned salt.Let that

sit about 15 minutes, drain remaining liquid, and serve with Sweet Hawaiian Pork Sauce (see

recipe.)Note: Traditionally this would be served with white or Hawaiian rice (see recipes.) A

nice fruit salad in very complimentary as well.If you really want to go “Big Island” serve this up

with some Lomi-Lomi Salmon, Chicken Long Rice, and Pineapple Haupia. There are many

wonderful Hawaiian cookbooks available, my favorite is “Sam Choy’s Sampler.”Cochinita

Pibil(Yucatecan Pig)Cochinita pibil is a traditional Mexican slow-roasted pork dish from the

Yucatán Península.Preparation involves marinating the meat in strongly acidic citrus juice,

coloring it with annatto seed, and roasting the meat while it is wrapped in banana

leaf.Traditionally, cochinita pibil was buried in a pit with a fire at the bottom to roast it.The

Mayan word "pibil" means "buried.”3 – 8lb pork shoulders 2½ C fresh lime juice3 – 4oz

packages achiote seasoning 4 lb banana leavesPickled red onions, for serving Habanero

salsaLine three disposable turkey roasting pans with 1 package of banana leaves leaving a

overhang on all the edges. Set a pork shoulder into the bottom of each.Prepare the marinade

by breaking the achiote bricks into pieces, and dropping them into a jar. Add the lime juice and

1 tablespoon of salt; blend until the mixture is a smooth, thickish, marinade.Pour the achiote

mixture over the pork, spreading it evenly to coat all surfaces (You’ll want to wear latex gloves,

since achiote will strain your hands red.)Fold the overhanging banana leaves over the pork,

then use the last package of banana leaves to cover the pork completely. Pour about 3 cups of

water over the leaves—it will collect in the bottom of the pan and should be about 1 inch

deep.Place the pans in the bottom of the Caja China, attach probe from the wired thermometer

and run wire under short aluminum top frame. Cover box with the ash pan and charcoal

grid.Add 16 lbs. of charcoal for Model #1 Box or 18lbs. for Model #2, or Semi Pro box, and light

up. Once lit (20-25 minutes) spread the charcoal evenly over the charcoal grid. Cooking time

starts right now. After 1 hour (1st hour) add 9 lbs. of charcoal (note time).Continue to add 9 lbs.

of charcoal every hour until you reach 195 F on the meat thermometer.IMPORTANT: Do not

open the box until you reach the desired temperature.Once you reach 195 F, lift the charcoal



grid shake it well to remove the ashes, now place it on top of the long handles. Do not place on

the grass or floor - it will damage them. Remove the ash pan from the box and dispose of the

ashes.
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Karen, “Safely have a helper. Husband loved the recipes can’t wait to try it this spring on other

thing besides a whole pig.”

M. Pete, “Upon further use, deserves a better review and a tip. UPDATE: if you get heavy duty

oven mitts, a metal dustpan you can screw a handle on, and a metal ash bucket you can

shovel the ashes off the top and it rapidly increases the temp, and cooks the pig very quickly.

have used several times to cook 120lb pigs in under 5 hours!I'm not completely impressed, and

I'm not completely disappointed. There are some good ideas in the book, but not a lot of

information that should be in such a cook book, and I think the cooking temperatures are off.

For whole roasting pig (40-75 lb) it calls for an internal temperature of 190 degrees. Way too

high, 160-170 and an hour rest is perfect, and food safe, but the fat renders better at the higher

temp/longer cook time.There is no Cuban, Chinese, or Filipino pig recipe (but a great Cuban

rub) and I would consider those recipes essential. I'd never do brisket, ribs or fish in it, unless it

was a couple of whole king salmon, or a halibut side. I much prefer my smokers, and have

taken to smoking turkey for the holidays, but I'm intrigued with the use here, and for lamb.

There is a VERY good section for using the top grilling section, sauces, rubs, marinades and

sides what I consider the saving grace for this book. ( I roasted cauliflower in the coals first use,
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Came out great, NOT in the recipe book tho)The sauces and rubs are solid, but any I've used I

have or would add my own tweaks to, since I like lots of garlic and mustard in my rubs and

sauces. I guess it's a good beginners guide and reference as long as you expand your horizons

beyond just this book.”

Geo, “Yummy!. Love the recipesWish it was in color”

Craig martin, “Cool. Very knowledgeable”

H. Stockwell, “Terrific ideas and recipes!. I've owned one of these cooking boxes for close to

ten years and always been supremely satisfied with it. This book takes using it to a whole new

level. Easy to follow recipes that have me wanting to run right out and fire it up. The various

ethnic foods afford many different methods of spicing and cooking foods other than just pig...If

you're thinking of buying one of these boxes, by all means get this book first and see all the

things you can do with it.”

The book by Perry P. Perkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 129 people have provided feedback.

Pork should be pulled while warm. My preference is to pull the pork after resting, and mix in

some extra rub before serving. To reheat, spritz with apple juice or drippings, cover tightly with

foil, and heat in a 200-250°F oven or smoker, stirring occasionally, until warmed to your liking.

*These ingredients can be found at most Hispanic groceries, or can be purchased at

www.lacajachina.com in a handy recipe pack. Note: Traditionally this would be served with

white or Hawaiian rice (see recipes.) A nice fruit salad in very complimentary as well. If you

really want to go “Big Island” serve this up with some Lomi-Lomi Salmon, Chicken Long Rice,

and Pineapple Haupia. There are many wonderful Hawaiian cookbooks available, my favorite is

“Sam Choy’s Sampler.”
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